
Victoria, Seychelles, April 14, 2021 - the

Republic of Seychelles is going live today

with another first by providing digitally

verifiable secured COVID-19 test results

certificates, using Travizory technology.

The certificates can be authenticated by

all governments, carriers, and health

institutions across the world while

protecting the privacy of people.

The new technology allows the

Seychelles Health Authorities to

instantaneously issue secured digital

certificates to multiple individuals in a

matter of seconds, doing away with

laborious paperwork. 

The digital certificates with their

barcodes are easy to use, they can be

stored in mobile phones in Apple and

Google wallets or as an email or be

printed for the less technologically

minded. Either way, the digital certificate

can be used at both departure and

arrival, as well as for access to sporting

and other events or any venue requiring

certificates. 

SEYCHELLES  ACHIEVES

A  WORLD  F IRST  WITH

UNIVERSALLY

VERIF IABLE  COVID - 19

TEST  CERT IF ICATES

Secured digital certificates streamline laboratory

work and provide peace of mind to citizens and

travelers.

Travizory’s platform is designed to

ensure all certificates are tamper-proof,

with security at its heart using the latest

encryption technology. Data protection

has also been designed as a key feature,

with the information on each certificate

saved directly onto the people’s phone,

ensuring the individual retains control of

the data. Travizory is applying its unique

and proven framework for the issuance

of digitally signed and universally

verifiable certificates, used for travel

authorizations to the health area.

Travizory’s approach is fully compatible

with ICAO, EU, and WHO frameworks

that were issued in the past weeks.

For immediate release



Alan Renaud, Principal Secretary for Civil

Aviation, Ports & Marine, said, “We are

delighted with our partnership with

Travizory, which originally was intended

to ensure the safe re-opening of our

country’s borders. Our deal has now

extended in a very natural way to now

issue secure, digital COVID-19 certificates

for travelers who need them and our

citizens. We are thrilled to again lead the

world in the deployment of technology

that enhances the travel experience while

facilitating the opening of our economy,

allowing citizens and guests to manage

their health documentation digitally,

whether this is for travel or to attend an

event. Outbound travelers can sail and fly

in confidence knowing our certificates can

be authenticated anywhere in the world.” 

 

Renaud Irminger, CEO Travizory, said, "By

issuing these certificates we ensure that

residents and visitors are in possession of

a document valid internationally and that

anywhere on earth, any airline, airport, or

health officer can digitally authenticate if

they choose to. Our solution is focused on

people and, unlike most other solutions

being proposed, people do not need to

download an app, register into a system

or create an account. We leverage the

apps already present in mobile phones.

The Travizory technology can be deployed

in weeks by health authorities or

laboratories worldwide.”

 -ends-

Doctor Leon Biscornet, Head of Seychelles

Public Health Laboratory, said: “As I am sure is

true for most labs today, we were spending a

disproportionate amount of time and effort on

administrative tasks such as to issue test

certificates and distribute them to our citizens

and visitors. Travizory’s technology has enabled

us to concentrate where we excel, which is

processing samples and analyzing them with

rigor with the most modern equipment.”

Doctor Conrad Shamlaye, Chairman of the

Public Health Authority in the Ministry of

Health, said, “Seychelles is proud of our

Laboratory team of highly qualified scientists

who run a world-class operation, and we are

always searching for ways to be more efficient.

With the increase in the number of tests being

conducted, choosing a technology option was

better than adding more admin staff, and this

allows our staff to focus on medical and

laboratory work. Beyond that, we are very

pleased with the Travizory digital certificate

issuance system.”

Test Me

Please download the app from:

 https://tvalidator.app/



The Ministry of Health is one of the largest

government ministries in Seychelles, both in

terms of its number of employees and the

size of the government budget allocated to

it. 

The Ministry’s mission is to relentlessly

promote, protect and restore the health,

quality of life, and dignity of all people in

Seychelles, with the active participation of all

stakeholders, through the creation of an

enabling environment for citizens to make

informed decisions about their health. 

The Ministry’s core principle places the well-

being of the individual and the family at the

center of all our efforts in the pursuit of

social and economic development.

Travizory is a Swiss-based technology

company founded by senior executives

uniquely combining air transport industry,

biometrics, mobile, border security, and

border management expertise. They founded

Travizory to create seamless digital

experiences between governments and

travelers. 

Travizory Health Credential Platform is a

unique product on the market, offering the

ability for countries and health facilities to

issue tamper-proof and verifiable RT-PCR or

antigen test results, vaccination certificates,

and immunity certificates aligned with ICAO,

EU, and WHO future standards. 

The Travizory T-validator app, currently in

production and available for download from

www.tvalidator.app, empowers anyone with

a smartphone to verify the authenticity of

the health credentials from anywhere.

About Travizory:

www.travizory.com

About the Ministry of Health:

For further information,

not for publication:

partnerships@travizory.com

Public Health Laboratory

leon.biscornet@health.gov.sc


